
Xenith / Xena 
Owner’s Manual

Congratulations on your purchase of an Osprey Xenith/
Xena Series Deluxe Custom Fit Technical Backpack. 
Our obsession with detail rewards you with a truly 
full-featured pack and we want to be sure that you 
understand and utilize your new Osprey completely. 
Here’s a full tour of your pack from the ground up.

10.3vPrinted on recycled content paper

Pack care
Osprey recommends Nikwax® products for pack care. For 
complete instructions on cleaning your pack, visit : 
www.ospreypacks.com/PackTech/PackCare

Your pack is an extremely durable product built for years of 
use and abuse. However, some basic procedures will ensure 
that your pack holds up optimally. 

•	 After	each	trip	be	sure	to	clean	out	your	pack	 
 thoroughly.

•	 If	it’s	wet,	hang	it	to	dry.	

•	 Loosen	all	the	straps.

•	 Wash	your	pack	every	now	and	then.	(Do	not	immerse	 
 travel packs with our High Road™	Wheeled	Chassis.)	

OsPrey addOns™
Customize and protect your pack with Osprey’s  
full	line	of	AddOns.™	For	the	full	lineup,	please	visit
your local Osprey retailer or visit our web site
www.ospreypacks.com.

Guarantee 
At	Osprey,	sustainability	is	designed	into	our	packs,	which	are	built	to	last	a	
lifetime and backed by a superb guarantee, no matter how hard you are on your 
gear. visit www.ospreypacks.com for details.

QuestiOns?
Contact Osprey Customer Service. Real help from  
real people. Scroll over the customer service tab at  
www.ospreypacks.com.

OsPrey Packs, inc. 
115 PrOGress circle 
cOrtez, cO 81321 usa
866-284-7830

www.OsPreyPacks.cOm

Xenith 105
The Xenith 105 is a top loading men’s deluxe custom fit  
backpack designed specifically for longer backpacking trips  
and mountaineering expeditions.

unique Features
1 Men’s BioForm4 Harness with NeoSpacer™  
 fabric delivers optimum breathability, comfort and  
 performance
2 Men’s BioForm4 CM™ deluxe, custom fit hipbelt is heat  
 moldable providing optimal fit, comfort and performance 

sPecs m l Xl
Cubic	Inches	 6407	 6652	 6896
Liters	 105		 109		 113	
Lbs/Ounces	 5/8	 5/12	 5/15
Kilograms	 2.49	 2.59	 2.69

Xenith 88
The	Xenith	88	is	a	top	loading	men’s	deluxe	custom	fit	 
backpack designed specifically for backpacking and  
mountaineering expeditions.

unique Features
1 Men’s BioForm4 Harness with NeoSpacer™ fabric  
 delivers optimum breathability, comfort and performance
2 Men’s BioForm4 CM™ deluxe, custom fit hipbelt is heat  
 moldable providing optimal fit, comfort and performance

sPecs m l Xl
Cubic	Inches	 5370	 5614	 5858
Liters	 88		 92		 96	
Lbs/Ounces	 5/4	 5/8	 5/11
Kilograms	 2.38	 2.48	 2.58

Xenith 75
The	Xenith	75	is	a	top	loading	men’s	deluxe	custom	fit	 
backpack designed specifically for backpacking and  
mountaineering expeditions.

unique Features
1 Men’s BioForm4 Harness with NeoSpacer™ fabric delivers  
 optimum breathability, comfort and performance
2 Men’s BioForm4 CM™ deluxe, custom fit hipbelt is heat  
 moldable providing optimal fit, comfort and performance

sPecs m l Xl 
Cubic	Inches	 4577	 4821	 5065
Liters	 75		 79	 83	
Lbs/Ounces	 5/2	 5/6	 5/9
Kilograms 2.33 2.43 2.53

wOmen’s sPeciFic Fit
The	Xena	85	and	70	are	the	women’s	specific	counterparts	to	the	Xenith	Series.	
TheXena’s harness, hipbelt and three available torso sizes are all designed to  
fit a woman’s body, providing superb performance and comfort.

Xena 85
The	Xena	85	is	a	top	loading	women’s	deluxe	custom	fit	 
backpack designed specifically for backpacking and  
mountaineering expeditions.

unique Features
1	 Women’s	BioForm4 Harness with NeoSpacer™ fabric  
 delivers optimum breathability, comfort and performance
2	 Women’s	BioForm4 CM™ deluxe, custom fit hipbelt is  
 heat moldable providing optimal fit, comfort and  
 performance

sPecs wXs ws wm
Cubic	Inches	 4699	 4943	 5187
Liters	 77	 81	 85	
Lbs/Ounces	 4/12	 5		 5/3
Kilograms 2.15 2.25 2.35

Xena 70
The	Xena	70	is	a	top	loading	women’s	deluxe	custom	fit	 
backpack designed specifically for backpacking and  
mountaineering expeditions.

unique Features
•	 Women’s	BioForm4 Harness with NeoSpacer™ fabric  
 delivers optimum breathability, comfort and performance
•	 Women’s	BioForm4 CM™ deluxe, custom fit hipbelt is heat  
 moldable providing optimal fit, comfort and performance

sPecs wXs ws wm
Cubic	Inches	 3783	 4028	 4272	
Liters	 62	 66	 70	
Lbs/Ounces	 4/10	 4/13	 5/1
Kilograms	 2.08	 2.18	 2.28

Xenith / Xena key Fabrics
•	 210D	high	tenacity	nylon	pack	cloth	
•	 420D	nylon	oxford
•	 840D	nylon	power	mesh
•	 500D	plain	weave	nylon	oxford
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에서 사용자 설명 서를다운로드하세요
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shared Features
airscape™ suspension
The	AirScape™	Suspension	featured	on	all	Xenith/
Xena	Series	packs	consists	of	a	LightWireHD™	
peripheral frame, an HDPE framesheet with a single 
6061-T6	center	stay	and	a	ridge	molded	foam	
backpanel with reversed spacer mesh for optimal load 
transfer and load bearing comfort. 

airscape™ suspension Fit adjustment
Think of wearing your pack in this way: you’ll adjust 
the suspension onto your body and then you’ll adjust 
the pack onto the suspension. a Loosen	all	straps	and	
then put the pack on and snug down the hipbelt. b Pull 
the lower shoulder strap adjusters into a comfortable 
position and then pull the load lifter straps in making 
sure that the harness doesn’t rise off your shoulder.  
c	Adjust	the	sternum	strap	up	or	down	to	a	
comfortable position and then clip in.

Your pack’s weight distribution and feel will change 
throughout your trip, therefore no adjustment is 
perfect.	Adjust	your	pack	as	much	as	you	need,	
redistributing your load is key to comfort.

bioForm4™ harness
The BioForm4™ Harness is a gender specific harness 
with NeoSpacer™ fabric providing optimal comfort 
and carry.

adjusting the harness
Loosen	a two upper load lifter and b two lower harness 
straps completely. c	With	one	hand	holding	the	top	of	
the harness slip the other hand between the backpanel 
and harness to break the hook and loop closure.  
d Slide harness up equally using the arrows on the 
harness as a guide and push down on the backpanel  
to re-engage hook and loop closure.

bioForm4 cm™ hipbelt 
The BioForm4 CM™ Hipbelt is a heat moldable, gender 
specific custom fit hipbelt balancing firmness and 
cushioning for optimal carry. visit our website at  
www.ospreypacks.com/PackTech/CustomMolding  
to learn more.

removing the hipbelt
To remove the hipbelt, a unclip the buckle for each hipbelt 
pocket to release the pockets from the hipbelt. b Unclip 
each of the two buckles connecting the hipbelt to the 
main pack body. c Slide one hand between the lumbar 
pad and the hipbelt to break the hook and loop closure 
while using the other hand to pull the hipbelt through the 
side opening and remove. Reverse to reengage hipbelt.

ergoPull™ hipbelt closure
All	BioForm4 CM™ Hipbelts use our exclusive ErgoPull™ 
design. To operate, loosen the webbing enough so that 
you can connect the center buckle. Grasp the loose ends 
of the webbing on either side and pull in and across 
evenly with both hands at the same time.

top Pocket/lumbar Pack conversion
The dual compartment top pocket found on the Xenith/
Xena Series packs is removable and converts easily to a 
lumbar pack. To remove the top pocket a undo the two 
front top pocket compression strap buckles and b the 
two quick release buckles  connecting the top pocket  to 
the pack’s backpanel and then, c thread the center strap 
of the top pocket through the sewn in loop on the pack’s 
top skirt to remove. Reverse to reengage.
Beneath the top pocket you will find a ridge molded foam 
lumbar patch concealing a sewn in webbing hipbelt with 
buckle. Remove the webbing from its sheath, connect 
the male/female buckles used to connect the top pocket 
to the main pack body and adjust to your waist using the 
modified straight ErgoPull™ hipbelt closure system. The 
lumbar pack hipbelt buckle is also compatible with the 
main pack’s hipbelt should the need for field replacement 
arise.

Pack access
Every Xenith/Xena Series pack features three access 
points allowing additional loading/unloading ease and 
convenience. 
•	 Top	load	your	pack	by	flipping	back	the	top	pocket,	 
 pulling the cord lock and opening the skirt and  
 detaching the red internal compression strap.  
 Once loaded make sure to reattach the red internal  
 compression strap and cinch over the contents to  
 stabilize the load.
•	 There	is	side	access	via	zippers	found	on	each	side	 
 of your pack providing wide, easy access to the main  
 compartment
•	 There	is	bottom	access	via	a	convenient,	dual-zippered	 
 wide mouth sleeping bag compartment with a drop  
 down divider.

hydration compatible
An	external	hydration	sleeve	located	between	the	
harness and backpanel of your pack simplifies filling, 
insertion and removal of the reservoir and protects the 
contents of your pack from spills.

To use, a locate the H2O icon between the harness and 
backpanel and unclip the quick release buckle. b Slide 
your hydration reservoir into the compartment using 
the sewn in hanger to suspend if needed and then  
re-clip the quick release buckle.  Reverse to remove.

external zippered Pockets
Each Xenith/Xena Series Pack features two water 
resistant vertical zippered front panel pockets and two 
water resistant zippered hipbelt pockets helping to 
keep often needed items organized and handy.

stretch mesh external Pockets
Each Xenith/Xena Series pack features an adjustable 
stretch mesh front pocket and two dual access  
stretch mesh side pockets for additional, convenient 
storage options.

external compression
Dual lower side v-Compression straps and dual upper 
side compression straps allow you to compress and 
stabilize loads while also providing side carry options 
for	longer	items.	Additionally,	there	is	an	upper	
compression strap at the top of the front panel of 
your pack.
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stow-on-the-Go™ attachment system
To operate: shorten trekking poles to a safe, manageable 
size, a locate the elasticized loop below the side pocket 
on the left side of pack then pull loop away from the side 
pocket and insert the basket end of your poles.  
b On the left harness strap locate the trekking pole icon, 
c engage the cord lock beneath the fabric patch with 
your thumb and forefinger and pull up on the cord to 
open, place pole handles in the loop and tighten with the 
cord lock to secure. Reverse to remove.

tool attachment
Each Xenith/Xena Series pack features dual ice tool loops 
and bungee tool tie-offs. These clove hitch style bungees 
feature Osprey’s exclusive Y-Clip allowing you to loop tool 
handles	quickly,	with	a	cord	lock	to	secure.	Loosen	the	
cord lock and route handles through the bungee. Tighten 
the cord lock, nesting closure into the Y-Clip to secure. 
Reverse to remove.

sleeping Pad straps
Xenith/Xena Series packs feature removable sleeping 
pad straps allowing you to easily attach a pad, tent or 
other items to the outside of your pack.

hydraulics™ reservoir
Add	an	Osprey	Hydraulics™	2	or	3-liter	hydration	
reservoir to your pack for stable, efficient, on-the-go 
water management. For more information, please visit 
your local Osprey retailer or visit www.ospreypacks.com.
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